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The output is artefactual comprising several components: a glow-in-the-dark artist 
book inspired intergenerationally by comics and picture books of the 1980s and an 
accompanying immersive environment.  
  
Research Process 
  
As part of world-building, this practice-based research used a multifaceted array 
of analogue media and digital technologies. Part of the practical application of the 
research involved the translation of the 2D story-comic book into a 3D immersive 
and interactive environment. 
 
The creation and production of the story book started with a rural setting and a 
reclamation of the artist’s childhood self. The book itself was planned through a 
series of thumbnails that were drawn up into the 16:9 formatted book and 
translated onto the screen. The narrative-like drawings developed and featured 
many creations from previously published underground kids’ comics. There are 
narratives within narratives, all based around childish things. The glow-in-the-dark 
element contributed to the immersive experience. Another strategy of this world-
building introduced modelling clay characters and puppets.  
  
Research Insights 
  
The comic and 3D translation process contribute to conceptual thinking around 
world-building. Through this process, Simpson found that translating his comic 
book from 2D to 3D enabled a more accessible and interactive perspective, 
literally ‘stepping inside’ his world. Augmenting this show was a museological 
vitrine containing choice ephemera from Simpson’s 1980s childhood, giving viewers 
an insight into the origins of his ‘heavily-inked’ aesthetic, including select artists 
such as Tom Paterson of The Beano. It demonstrated how this style of illustration 
is rooted in forms of caricature, the grotesque and political satire.  
 
Dissemination 
 
The project was disseminated by peer-reviewed exhibition at Leeds Arts University 
in 2018 including the following events:  
 

• Make a Monster workshop, Though Bubble Comic Art Festival (101 
attendees)  

• Women World Builders forum (35 delegates) 

• Spot the Spooks, Light Night Leeds (500+ attendees)  

• Underground comics seminar (75 attendees).  
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Contextual Information 



Picture if you will a world in which the Furry 
Freak Brothers move in with the Bash 
Street Kids and decide to take over the 
Magic Roundabout with Ray Harryhausen 
as the Prime Minister. Then imagine a pith 
helmeted, monocle wearing, joke shop 
entrepreneur selling fake snot, whoopee 
cushions and fortune telling miracle fish let 
loose with a lifetime’s supply of felt tip pens, 
paper and relentless imagination. Such is the 
work and world of Doctor Simpo.

The crazy-ass characters, twisted narratives 
and intense comic artworks demand your 
attention. They play with your perceptions 
and challenge your acceptance of ‘normal’, 
‘adult’ and ‘possible’ as benchmarks for 
reality. The humour is not just a joke. It’s 
a way into a world that wants you to read 
the pictures, bring your own punchlines and 
laugh at yourself for laughing. The work is an 
invitation to re-imagine your world and with 
your rules. It screams to the child within and 
slaps the face of the po-faced ‘sense-heads’.

The ‘Norms’ is the latest glimpse into the mind 
of Doctor Simpo. It is pointed, poignant, funny 
and barbed. As irreverent as asking the Queen 
what toilet paper she prefers. The characters 
hold a mirror up to a world of Donald Trump, 
Boris Johnson and Brexit and asks ‘which side 
of the door is the asylum on?’.

Bill Watterson commented through Calvin & 
Hobbes that ‘becoming an adult is probably 
the dumbest thing you can ever do’. The 
work of Doctor Simpo is your opportunity to 
revisit that decision.
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Pink smoke emerges from the burning pencil 
of the crazy cartoonist. He grins manically 
and raises his finger to the air as an idea 
escapes and runs off into the pages of yet 
another production where it tells a story and 
like all tall tales it can change your life or at 
least confuse you. 

Once upon a time there was a bad boy who 
grew up at a bad time, in a bad place.

He grew up on 
wicked pranks 
and dirty 
jokes, a tiny 
magic poo his 
earliest ruse, 
his stealthy 
silent fart was 
second nature 
and his toilet 
humour honed 
to perfection 
by the age of 
three. Nursery teachers were soon calling 
him ‘Stinkyface Ben’ and he never looked 
back from that early calling. 

At the age of four a diet of Zap Comics and 
old Basil Wolverton trading cards soon led him 
to begin drawing all over his weekly Beanos, 
as he struggled to erase their all too insipid 
British humour and replace it with nasty 
edgy zombie ghosts and vampire ducks and 
sausages that eat your brains and suck your 
snot right out your nose and spit it in your 
eyes. By the age of five he had been expelled 
from primary school for setting fire to the 
school cat’s tail during the Christmas carol 
service. Just as all the children were warbling 
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Animation he now 
realised was his 
calling and not just 
any old flicker-
book claptrap, 
he wanted the 
top banana
Claymation, stuffed 
motion epic post 
Ray Harryhausen, 
remote-controlled, 
glow-in-the-dark 
special effects 
hand-made deluxe version. Art school 
couldn’t stultify his ambition and no matter 
how hard the staff tried to dilute his 
creativity, to make him paint hard edged 
abstractions or place glasses of water on too 
high shelves, he simply laughed in their faces. 
He finally left on a high in his second year, 
then living in a mobile joke shop parked three 
hundred miles away in a garage in Brighton. 

But now, now he moves out into the lamplight 
of celebrity, his epic transmedia narrative 
‘The Norms’ now launching in bookshops and 
cinemas across the nation and his self-awarded 
doctorate giving him the confidence trick to 
expose everyone else to his working methods 
and pre-production values which are unfurled 
in ‘The Norms: Process and Production’. 

their second chorus of ‘All Creatures Great 
and Small’, a smoky yowling feline disrupted 
the service by streaking through the massed 
ranks of Mary and Joseph wannabees and 
reducing the mob of already stressed out 
children to gibbering sea urchins.  

He spent the delicate early years of six to ten 
in his local borstal, and during this time his 
excellent drawing skills managed to win him 
the prestigious Arthur Koestler Award three 
times, which meant that on being expelled 
six days before his eleventh birthday he 
was able to enrol into the art college of his 
choice. During one of his borstal escapes he 
had hidden in the roof of an old folks’ home 
and when looking through a crack in the 
ceiling had watched a group of semi-senile 
old men and women transfixed by a re-run 
of the classic Inky and Scratchy cartoon 
‘Flies in my Sandwich’. In which giant flies 
take over the city but are finally stopped in 
their tracks by Inky who, in trying to put an 
end to Scratchy’s interminable scratching, 
sprays him with a huge dose of DDT, a dose 
so potent that all insect life in that sector of 
the galaxy is eliminated.



Welcome to the zany world of Senior Lecturer 
in Animation, Ben Simpson, aka Doctor 
Simpo. The Norms: Processes and Production 
explores Simpson’s current research practice 
through fabricating the environment found 
within his glow-in-the-dark comic book, The 
Norms (2017). As a sequential narrative art 
form, The Norms presents a space in which 
comic fonts and lurid colours literally and 
deliberately disrupt normative behaviours and 
institutional formalities.

Here, anecdotal texts by two of Simpson’s 
former tutors and current colleagues, Garry 
Barker and Fred Bates, present perspectives 
on Simpson’s playful alter ego, how it has 
shaped his practice and vice versa. Doctor 
Simpo is known for his scatological imagery 
and scallywag humour.

This exhibition also seeks to offer a practice-
led research inquiry into the nature of fantasy 
world building. Feminist perspectives on 
concept art will accompany this exhibition by 
way of a research symposium, Women World 
Builders (Friday 21 September), featuring talks 
by Creature Designer and Comic and Concept 
Art course leader, Rosemary Chalmers, 
BA(Hons) Animation graduate, Rosie 
Summers, director-animator, Virpi Kettu, and 
musician and composer, Louise Curtis.

To coincide with this exhibition, Leeds Arts 
University is excited to be collaborating 
with two city-wide festivals, Thought Bubble 
Comic Art Festival and Light Night, as well as 
theatrical design company, Off Set. So many 
committed and creative individuals have 
helped make Doctor Simpo’s The Norms: 
Processes and Production a reality. We would 
especially like to thank: Rosemary Chalmers, 
Martha Julien, Helen Taylor, Barney Ward, 
Matt Wheeldon, Graham P. Manley, Charles 
Hicks, Sam Root and Jack Land.
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